Abstract. We present two complementary results on the splitting of exact sequences having the form 0 → C(K) → E → X → 0. The first one characterizes the Banach spaces X such that Ext(X, C(K)) = 0 for every compact space K. The second is a nonlinear generalization of Zippin's criterion for the extension of C(K)-valued operators.
Introduction
See the background section below for all unexplained terminology or notation. The paper deals with the splitting of exact sequences 0
The first problem we consider is when every exact sequence
− −−− → C(K) − −−− → E − −−− → X − −−− → 0
splits, which will be denoted by Ext(X, C(K)) = 0. Previous results in this direction were obtained by Kalton in [7] , where he shows that if Ext(X, C(K)) = 0, then X must also have the strong-Schur property (see also [9] ). On the other hand, Johnson and Zippin show in [5] that Ext(X, C(K)) = 0 for every dual of a subspace of c 0 , and Kalton obtains in [7] the converse implication under the assumption that X has an unconditional FDD. Since there is a well-established equivalence between exact sequences and z-linear maps, the problem can be reformulated as when
C(K)-valued z-linear maps defined on X are trivial; this means that every z-linear map F from X into C(K) can be decomposed as F = B(F ) + L(F ) with B(F ) a bounded map and L(F ) a linear map. Our characterization given in Theorem 1 asserts that Ext(X, C(K)) = 0 if and only if the correspondence F −→ L(F ) is pointwise continuous.
The second result we present as Theorem 2 is a nonlinear generalization of Zippin's criterion [10] for the extension of C(K)-valued operators. Where Zippin shows, ignoring for the moment quantitative estimates, C(K)-valued operators on a subspace Y of a Banach space X can be extended to X if and only if there exists a certain weak*-continuous selection for functionals; we will show that C(K)-valued z-linear maps on Y can be extended to X if and only if there exists a certain pointwise continuous selection for scalar z-linear maps. Following the theory developed by Kalton [6] and Kalton and Peck [8] in which extensions 0 → Y → E → X → 0 of quasi-Banach spaces were identified with quasi-linear maps F : X → Y , extensions of Banach spaces were represented in [4, 1] with a particular type of quasi-linear maps called z-linear maps. These are homogeneous maps such that for some constant C and every finite set of points {z 1 , . . . , z n } ⊂ X one has
The infimum of the constants C above is denoted Z(F ).
A
If co(Y ⊕ F X) denotes its Banach envelope (i.e., the Banach space having as unit ball the closed convex hull of the unit ball of · F ), it is easy to see that
→ X → 0 of Banach spaces with embedding j F (y) = (y, 0) and quotient map q F (y, x) = x. To obtain a z-linear map associated to a given exact sequence 0 → Y → E → X → 0 of Banach spaces one can proceed as follows: take a homogeneous and bounded selection b : X → E for the quotient map, then take a linear selection l : X → E for the quotient map, and finally make the difference F = b − l, which is a z-linear map X → Y . Two z-linear maps F and G are said to be equivalent, and written
We will sometimes say that G is a version of F . The map F is said to be trivial if F ≡ 0, which means that there is a linear map L : X → Y such that F − L < +∞. Of course F ≡ G if and only if the associated exact sequences are equivalent in the classical sense (see [4] ), and F is trivial if and only if the associated sequences split.
Linearization and factorization of z-linear maps
It will be necessary for us to deal with the space Z(X, Y ) of z-linear maps F : X Y considered as mere functions (i.e., without equivalence relation). The space Z(X, R) admits a semi-normed (not necessarily Hausdorff) topology induced by the seminorm Z(·).
In order to get the first characterization we need a refinement of Theorem 2.1 in [2] . There it was shown that for each separable space X there exists a universal exact sequence 0
Our aim is to set an equality instead of the mere equivalence. With that purpose in mind we introduce the linearization and factorization processes, and recall Zippin's extension method for operators.
Linearization process. Given a z-linear map F : X Y and a Hamel basis (e γ ) for X, we define a linear map F : X → Y by setting F (e γ ) = F (e γ ). The process F → F is linear. The linearized form of F (with respect to a given Hamel basis) is its version F − F . We shall call the correspondence L :
given by L(F ) = F − F the linearization process (with respect to a given Hamel basis). We shall omit from now on the coda "with respect to a given Hamel basis".
Factorization process. Consider a minimal (in the purely algebraic sense) set S + such that the unit sphere S of X coincides with z∈S + {z, −z}. Naming (e z ) z∈S + the canonical basis of l 1 (S + ), we construct the quotient map q : l 1 (S + ) → Z defined by q(e z ) = z. A homogeneous bounded section for q comes defined as: If p ∈ S + , then b(p) = e p ; the map b can be extended by homogeneity to S and then to the whole X. The z-linear map
, and one has F = B − Υ. We define a norm one operator φ(F ) :
The restriction of this operator to K(X) shall be called φ F , and it takes values in Y . Since the norm of
Since P X is a linearized form so must φ(F )P X be and therefore
This means that when the factorization process is applied to a z-linear map in linearized form G = F − F , then one obtains φ G P X = G.
Zippin's extension method. Let δ X : X → C(B X * , w * ) be the canonical embedding. As it was observed by Zippin in [10] , the w * -continuous map ω :
provides an extension for every norm-one operator T : X → C(K) to C(B X * ) through δ X in the following way:
. We will say that T ω is the Zippin extension of T . Putting the three processes together we get: 
4. Characterization of the spaces X such that Ext(X, C(K)) = 0
Besides the semi-normed topology, we will consider on the space Z(X, R) the topology w * of pointwise convergence: we shall say that F = w * − lim F α if for every x ∈ X one has F (x) = lim F α (x). A map Z(X, R) → Z(X, R) will be called w * -continuous if it is w * -continuous on the unit ball; namely, it transforms w * -convergent nets on the unit ball into w * -convergent nets. If X denotes the algebraic dual of X, then X ⊂ Z(X, R) and the restriction of the w * -topology to X is the weak w(X , X)-topology.
The so-called "nonlinear Hahn-Banach theorem" shown in [1] asserts that given a z-linear map F :
This makes nonvacuous the following definition.
Definitions. A map m : Z(X, R) → X will be called a λ-metric projection if F − m(F ) ≤ λZ(F ).
If we do not need to emphasize λ we just speak of metric projection. We shall say that a Banach space X admits a metric projection with a given property P if there is a metric projection m : Z(X, R) → X with property P. For instance, every Banach space admits a 1-metric projection. In [3] it was shown that a Banach space X is an L 1 -space if and only if it admits a linear metric projection. This yields that X admits a linear metric projection if and only if Ext(X, Y * ) = 0 for every dual space. A characterization of Banach spaces such that all their extensions by any C(K)-space are trivial can also be obtained in terms of properties of metric projections.
Theorem 1. A Banach space X admits a w * -continuous metric projection if and only if Ext(X, C(K)) = 0 for every compact Hausdorff space K.
Proof of the necessity. Let F : X C(K) be a z-linear map and let m : Z(X, R) → X be a w * -continuous λ-metric projection. We define a linear map M :
, where δ k is the evaluation at k. The map M is well defined since M (x) is a continuous function:
Proof of the sufficiency. If Ext(X, C(K)) = 0 for every C(K)-space, then Ext(X, C(Ξ[X])) = 0.
In particular, ∆ X ≡ 0 and there exists a linear map Λ : (1) The linearization process L(F ) = F − F , which is w * -continuous. (2) The factorization process. We show now it is w * -continuous. Observe that if we restrict ourselves to work with the subspace ϕ 0 (S + ) of l 1 (S + ) of all finitely supported sequences, then
. On this dense subspace the operator φ F takes the form
, the sequence of uniformly bounded operators is w * -convergent on the whole K(X).
) * , as we have already remarked. The process F → m(F ) + F is obviously w * -continuous, and it remains to show that it is a metric projection: We now consider an extension 0 → Y
We are going to connect the existence of a w * -continuous selector for j * with the extension problem for C(K)-valued z-linear maps through j. It will be helpful to consider the subspace ZL(X, R) of Z(X, R) of maps in linearized form (with respect to a given fixed Hamel basis). We begin with an easy observation. a linear retraction for j) is the new selector we were looking for.
The map F ω is well defined since, for each x ∈ X, F ω (x) is a continuous function on K. Moreover, F ω is a z-linear map in linearized form: the z-linearity of F ω is a consequence of the estimate
It is finally clear that The map ω is clearly well defined and j * ω = id; moreover, ω is w * -continuous since the factorization process is w * -continuous.
The reader might have been surprised by the fact that a w * -continuous extension process is not automatically guaranteed. The problem is that the simple method of extension discussed at the beginning of this section, F → F assigning to F = B + L the extension F = Bm + Ll, is not, in general, w * -continuous; the reason is that from F = w * − lim F n and F n = B n + L n it does not automatically follow that L = w * − lim L n . There is a way to try to obtain that: choosing as L an optimal approximation to F , i.e., B = F − L ≤ Z(F ) (see [1] ) and since m can be chosen verifying m ≤ 1 + ε we get the estimate
Z( F ) = Z(Bm) ≤ B m ≤ Z(F )(1 + ε).
All this means that in order to have a w * -continuous extension process it would be enough to have a w * -continuous metric projection Z(Y, R) → Y . However, as we have already shown, this means exactly Ext(Y, C(K)) = 0 for all C(K)-spaces, which clearly explains why there is an extension in such a case.
